ORDER OF EVENTS

OPENING REMARKS
   Michael Ritzwoller, Professor and Chair

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
   Outstanding Physics Teacher Award
   Alysia Marino and Dennis Perepelitsa

   Employees of the Year
   Tiffany Mason and Skip Woody

   Distinguished Graduates
   Brandon Cage, Maria Carilli, Joel Courtney, Emma Devin, Spencer Griffith,
   Cheng Jiang, Peter Mitchell, Jack Ohlmeier, Steven Pampel, Ross
   Snyder, Jack Wagner, Thomas Watts

   Latin Honors Graduates

   Outstanding Graduates in Physics
   Maria Carilli and Spencer Griffith

   Outstanding Graduate in Engineering Physics
   Brandon Cage

   Stephen Halley White Undergraduate Research Award
   Emma Devin

ALUMNI SPEAKERS
   Dr. Steven Greene and Professor Bethany Wilcox

PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

GRADUATE STUDENT SPEAKERS
   Dr. John Bartolotta and Dr. Katherine Rainey

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATE DEGREES
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2021!

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Rashid Al Masoud
Brandon Cage summa cum laude
Alexander Doner summa cum laude
Timothy Ewing
Federico Gonzales Morales
Jian He
Kieran LaMee

Luke Littleton-Strand
Sean Mastrodimos
Peter Mitchell
Keegan Mullins magna cum laude
Pai Peng
Phoebe Riley
Robert Sewell

Phillip Stenzel
Nicholas Vaughan
daniel Wagner summa cum laude
Yuze Wang

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHYSICS

Morgan Aire
Abdul Rahman Al-Dhahab
Ahmed Alenezi summa cum laude
Omar Alterkait magna cum laude
Nicholas Anastasi
Desmas Archuleta
Ethan Ayari summa cum laude
Thomas Balcom summa cum laude
Ethan Bauer
Tathagat Bhattacharyya
Nicholas Cambria
Maria Carilli summa cum laude
Carter Cervantes
Joel Courtney
Ansh Desai summa cum laude
Emma Devin summa cum laude
Ila Farhang
Joshua Forristall
Luis Gomez
Lee Grady
Spencer Griffith summa cum laude

Arpiar Grigorian
Eryk Halicki
Spencer Hall
Michael Haney
Adam Harris
Lucia Hasfura Dada
Daniel Hersey
Adrienne Jacobi
Matthew Jacobs
Cheng Jiang summa cum laude
Jordan Jones
Kyle Jones
Ryusei Kataoka
Quinton Kelly
Zachary LaCross
Sean Martin
Anna McAuliffe
Jacob McKeen
Aaron Mutchler magna cum laude
Jack Ohlmeier
Steven Pampel summa cum laude
Madeline Pettine

João Poletto Wiederkehr
Kyle Rasmussen
Madison Roche
Shenyu Rong
Kyle Schneider
Stefan Schneider
Ross Snyder summa cum laude
Michael Stark
Meredith Taggart
Ziliang Wan
Junlang Wang
Chaoran Wang summa cum laude
Thomas Watts magna cum laude
Connel Wilson
Joseph Wilson
Ethan Wolf
Keyu Wu
Sirui Xiong
Yusen Ye
Patrick Yehle
Dylan Zollinger

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

Robert Sewell

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS

John Bartolotta
Ananda Das
Julian Gifford
Timothy Livingston Large

Katherine Rainey
Ran Reiff
Eric Rosenthal
Brant Rumberger

Joel Venzke
Baochen Wu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN GEOPHYSICS

Ashley Bellas
Wei Mao
Hongda Wang